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Last month I wrote about the Oval Cast. It got me thinking about how many different casts 
there are and how many do we really need to know. Once you have mastered the basic 
overhead cast where do you go from there? 
 
In his book “Casting Angles”11       Mac Brown describes over 50 different casts. Some are 
familiar casts which we all know and use while others could only feature in a book written 
by a professor of casting … which Mac was! I wonder if you have heard of all these: 
 
Oval cast, reach cast, pile cast, tuck cast, bucket cast, Belgian cast, puddle cast, steeple cast, 
pendulum cast, positive C cast, negative C cast, S cast, negative hook cast, horizontal cast, 
angular rotational thrust C cast, angular rotational thrust pile cast, angular perpendicular 
thrust and reverse thrust pile casts, negative bucket cast, bounce cast, catch cast, the lazy U 
cast, line -release cast, downward pile cast, elliptical pile cast, figure-eight pile cast, figure-
eight cast, the slack cast, the long-short cast, curve cast, hook cast, check cast, line-pull cast, 
stagger cast, reverse cast, Galway cast, the catch cast, bow-and-arrow cast, dapping cast, 
swing cast, wind cast, spey roll cast, distance roll cast, horizontal roll cast, the aerial roll cast, 
the steeple aerial roll cast, Z-method cast, water-load cast, hybrid-load cast, the triangle 
cast, altered force cast, the roll cast pickup, horizontal roll cast pickup, hybrid-roll cast 
pickup. It reminds me of something Lucky Starr might sing about (if you don't know Lucky 
Starr your music education is sadly lacking. Google is your friend!) 
 
So faced with such a huge number of casts where do you begin? The first cast that most 
people learn is the basic overhead cast. This enables us to get a fly on the water, lengthen or 
shorten our line, dry the fly and make a change of direction. For many fly fishers the 
overhead cast is the only cast they ever use.  However, the more you fish the more you 
realize that you need a greater repertoire of casts to catch a fish. This is why so many 
different casts have been developed. This month I want to suggest a pathway that can be 
followed to expand your casting skills. You may have already passed this stage in which case 
you can read Mac Brown's book and choose some of the more difficult casts to add to your 
repertoire. If you are just starting out, however, I suggest these are the steps to follow after 
you have learnt the basic overhead cast.  
 
Some instructors will suggest that the roll cast should be the first cast taught. There are 
several reasons why some instructors would want you to start with the roll cast. It enables 
you to lay out line ready for the pick up. It is a quick and safe way to get a fly on the water. 
Once you have mastered the roll cast you can cast without room behind, you can lift a 
sinking line from the water, and you can counter the wind. If you don't start your fly casting 
journey with the roll cast it should be first new cast you learn.  



 
After you have the overhead and roll casts under control I suggest the next thing you should 
learn to do is is perform these casts over your opposite shoulder. In other words you need 
to be able to cast your fly and line on either side of your body. If you can't do this you will 
never cope with the wind. Of course, the alternative to learning to cast across your body is 
to learn to cast with either hand. It is not as difficult as it may sound and will provide 
opportunities to make casts no matter which way the wind may blow. Make sure you can 
deliver a fly from the left or right before you attempt to learn any other casts. The effort will 
be worth it. 
 
If you fish moving water the next thing you should work on is mending. Mending is the 
repositioning of the line on the water or in the air after the fly has been cast. Technically, it 
is not a cast as it takes place after the rod has stopped. Whatever you call it, it is essential 
that you are able to perform these manoeuvres. By reaching out to the left or right as the fly 
is placed on the water a reach mend can counter the current in a river or even the 
movement of the boat on a lake. Dabbing or flicking coils of line on the water can extend a 
drag free drift or keep a nymph near the bottom. Learn to mend your line and your chances 
of catching fish will increase in leaps and bounds. 
 
The next stage in the casting curriculum that I suggest you study and learn involves 
presentation casts. Mac Brown calls them “enlightenment” casts because we have to be 
“enlightened” to different ways to present the fly. These are not advanced casts but subtle 
changes to what you already do designed to present the fly to a fish without scaring the 
daylights out of it. The first thing you need to be able to do is get the fly, leader and line to 
touch the water gently. Practice this on the water on a calm day. Count the number of 
seconds it takes for the ripples to dissipate from your presentation. If you can still see a 
disturbance after about 5 seconds your line is hitting the water too hard. Next you need to 
be able to add slack to achieve a drag free drift. Learn the wiggle or pile cast.  If you want to 
catch more fish you must practice presentation casts. 
 
To round out your casting repertoire you need a cast to cope with those days when the wind 
is so bad you wished you had stayed at home. The oval cast is a good starting point. For any 
wind casting you must be able to double haul. In the casting curriculum the double haul 
provides the ultimate challenge. Once mastered you are on your way to becoming a 
complete angler. Practice the timing and the constant tension that will generate high line 
speed and you will make longer casts and be able to fish in any weather conditions. 
 
You don't have to be able to make 50 different casts to be a successful angler. If you follow 
the pathway I have suggested you will be able to cope with just about every situation you 
will confront in a lifetime of fly fishing. When you are ready to learn more there are always 
people like Mac Brown with a list of new casts to add to your repertoire. Wherever you go 
next in your fly fishing journey there is always something more to learn and, as Lucky Starr 
reminds us, someone who has been there and done that. 
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